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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient framework for the interactive simulation and editing of clothing over avatars.

Specifically, a very efficient costume designer application is proposed based on new developments in cloth model-

ing simulation and animation. To animate cloth an hierarchical simulator is used, which speeds up the simulation

without loosing in accuracy. Enhanced interaction potentiality is provided to the application user, using haptic

devices with 6DOF for interaction. Furthermore, the user is capable of editing the cloth mesh, thus generating

alternative versions of it, which could be more appropriate for a costume designer application. The mesh editing

is performed so as to assure the stability of the simulation and the realism of the application. In order to validate

the usability of our application, a number of case studies were conducted, which showed that the present system

is efficient, user friendly and realistic.

Keywords: Interactive cloth modeling, cloth editing, virtual reality applications, theater professionals, haptic

interaction.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three dimensional graph-

ics and realism, I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling, I.3.8 [Computer

Graphics]: Applications

1. Introduction

Interactive virtual simulation is a very challenging research

area and admits numerous applications. Applications for ed-

ucational purposes [NFTS04], for training disabled people

[TNF∗04] and for entertainment are just some of them. The

progress in the area of cloth simulation during recent years

regarding the development of fast and stable numerical algo-

rithms, physically correct simulations and visually pleasant

results, offers both realism and speed. Thus, applications for

interactive cloth simulation are now feasible and can offer to

professionals an alternative means of designing cloth.

An interactive cloth editing system should address sev-

eral ’hot’ topics and technological trends in order to develop

an enhanced VR tool that provides solutions, targeting the

needs of a wide area of professionals. The application should

provide the user with all necessary means for designing,

modifying and interacting with 3-D simulations that stim-

ulate his creativity. In [KSFS03] an interactive cloth simu-

lation virtual environment was presented with 6DOF for in-

teraction. The virtual environment is rendered into a stereo-

scopic display. The user is wearing shutterglasses and inter-

acts with the scene through a virtual panel. In [CC03] an

integrated tool for garment designing and fitting to avatars

was introduced. The 3D object editing method described in

[DHQ04] describes an efficient haptic interface, based on

partial differential equations, used for editing static 3D ob-

jects.

The interaction with the costume and the realistic simu-
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lation of cloth deformations require advanced cloth model-

ing and simulation techniques. Deformable object modeling

and simulation is a very interesting and challenging research

area, while it is indispensable in applications that need real-

istic simulations. Physically-based cloth animation has been

under extensive study for the last decades. Particle systems

were introduced in cloth simulation with satisfactory results

[TW88] and offered to the researchers an alternative point

of view. Specific problems like the non-realistic behavior

of springs to over-elongate when the stiffness constants are

low is addressed in [Pro95], while faster and more efficient

collision detection and response algorithms were presented

in[Pro97]. An efficient implicit integrator was introduced

in [BW98], which was a very promising idea. In fact, im-

plicit integration is much more stable than explicit even if

the time step of the simulation is high, because it performs

filtering of the force field, which avoids the hazardous ef-

fects of instant maxima of the force vector to the simulation.

The trade-off for this increment of speed, caused by the in-

creased time step, and stability, is the simulation accuracy.

A precise mathematical formulation for the implicit inte-

gration based simulators was presented in [VMT00], where

researchers tried also to mitigate the low accuracy of im-

plicit integration by using a hybrid simulator, consisting of

both explicit and implicit integration. Other issues like col-

lision detection and response have been addressed by many

researchers [HB00, BFA02] with relatively good results con-

cerning the simulation accuracy and visual quality.

The main problem in these applications remains the com-

putational effort needed to perform the calculations, which

inhibits any attempt of real time simulation, when trying to

animate large textiles. In [VB02], adaptive mesh approaches

were introduced to emphasize in areas with high detail, like

folds and wrinkles. In [DSB99, MDDB00], an alternative

integration model was presented, that combines the char-

acteristics of implicit integration without the need to solve

large linear systems. Unfortunately, all the above methods

decrease visual quality in order to increase the speed of the

simulation.

The present paper proposes an enhanced costume de-

signer application, which makes use of haptic interaction and

haptic feedback in order to increase the realism of the in-

teraction. The application displays the results of fitting spe-

cific e-garments to a specific avatar and is capable of gen-

erating avatar-costume animations, based on efficient cloth

modeling and simulation techniques [MTS04, VMT00]. It

provides the user with a number of features like browsing

the costume and avatar databases, fitting garments to avatars

(basic cloth friction, cloth collision, self-collision and cloth

draping options are available to the user), modifying the

avatar’s body posture or orientation and loading a specific

animation sequence to create an animation of the avatar and

the costume. The most important feature of the costume de-

signer application is that it allows the user to modify the

cloth interactively using haptic techniques while the avatar

wears the costume. Thus, the costume designer can adjust

and refine the costume and store the updated e-garment back

to the database. The developed system utilizes a hierarchi-

cal representation of the object using quincunx sampling

[MTS04]. Simulation of the mesh is performed in each level

using as initial value an efficient prediction of the mesh state,

generated optimally, based on the results of the simulation

in the upper level, thus speeding up the simulation without

loosing in accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2 an overview of the costume designer application is

presented. The hierarchical cloth modeling and simulation

methods are briefly described in Section 3, while Section 4

presents the collision detection scheme. The haptic interac-

tion and cloth editing procedures are discussed in Section 5.

In Section 6 the animation system is described. Finally Sec-

tions 7 and 8 exhibit demonstrations of the application and

conclusions, respectively.

2. System Overview

The overall block diagram of the system is depicted in Fig-

ure 1. As it was described above, the user has to select an

avatar, a costume and an animation from the database. The

costume and the animation sequence will be applied to the

avatar while it wears the e-garment. In the sequel, after the

user has selected the multimedia, the initialization procedure

is invoked.

The initialization step involves mainly two operations: a)

the hierarchical modeling of the selected cloth mesh and b)

the fitting of the modelled cloth to the selected avatar. After

the modeling and fitting operations are completed, the ap-

plication enters its continuous operation loop. During exe-

cution time, the application invokes the appropriate modules

according to the user input. Specifically, the application al-

lows the user to select from two discrete operational modes:

(a) the animation mode (Mode A in the figure), where the

user can evaluate the animation of the avatar while it wears

the e-garment or (b) the cloth editing mode (Mode B in the

figure), where the user can edit the cloth while the avatar

wears it. The application, depending on the active operation

mode, performs the required steps:

• In mode A, the animation module is invoked, which up-

dates the avatar mesh according to the selected animation.

After the avatar mesh is updated, the cloth simulator up-

dates the cloth mesh responding to the new collisions that

occur between the cloth mesh and the newly moved avatar.

• In mode B, the main application module invokes the hap-

tic interaction module which communicates with the hap-

tic devices (either CyberGrasp or Phantom Desktop) and

retrieves the haptic information. This information is used

by the haptic interaction module so it can provide feed-

back to the haptic devices and is also send to the model

update module. The latter, using the haptic information,
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Figure 1: System Diagram.

calculates the applied force that the user exerts and up-

dates the mesh of the cloth. Next, the cloth simulator mod-

ule after retrieving the updated cloth mesh, checks for any

collision detection with the avatar and renders the output.

The application can not be operated under both modes at

the same time; when the user is playing the animation, the

cloth editing feature is inactive and vice versa. It should be

clarified though, that after any cloth editing operations, the

edited cloth mesh is also used in the animation phase. This

way, the user can edit the cloth that he/she needs and evaluate

the behavior of the edited cloth while the avatar that wears

it performs various animations. In the following all modules

shown in Figure 2 constituting the costume designer appli-

cation will be presented in detail.

3. Hierarchical representation and simulation of cloth

Different approaches have been presented in the past for the

modeling of cloth. They can be divided into two major cate-

gories. Those using particle models [TW88] and those using

continuous models [MDM∗02]. The present framework uti-

lizes particle models to represent cloth.

3.1. Particle Model

In the last decade the mass-spring model has been used ex-

cessively from the researchers to represent the cloth’s sur-

face. This model is assumed to be the most promising model

in terms of computational complexity compared to contin-

uous models also presented in the past. The mass-spring

model consists of a lattice of mass particles linked with

massless linear springs. Particles react not only to the spring

forces but also to physical forces applied to them such as

gravity, viscosity, damping, wind resistance, friction etc.

(a) Usual (b) Simplified (c) Alternative

Figure 2: Mass-spring models

In most applications, the model illustrated in Figure 2a

is assumed, where each particle is linked to its 12 near-

est neighbors. Structure, shearing and bending springs are

the straight, dashed and curved lines, respectively. However,

some variations of this approach have been also presented.

The model in Figure 2b does not include bending springs.

Figure 2c illustrates an alternative model, which uses eight

springs (straight) to react in shrinking and eight (dashed) to

react in stretching. The non-linear nature of this model may

cause problems of convergence and stability. Methods utiliz-

ing non-linear mass-spring models have also been presented

in the past [MDM∗02]. The proposed method assumes the

general linear particle model illustrated in Figure 2a.

3.2. Hierarchical representation of the mesh

The cloth mesh is modelled hierarchically in the present

framework. In particular, quincunx sampling is utilized to

build the pyramid, due to its isotropic nature [MTS04]. Fig-

ure 3 illustrates three consecutive levels of the generated

pyramid.

Initially the simulation variables, position, velocity and

force vectors, of each pyramid level, are derived from the
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(a) Level l (b) Level l+1 (c) Level l+2

Figure 3: Dynamic model

base level, by simply assigning to them the values of the cor-

responding mass points. This would be sufficient if explicit

integration was used. However, the present framework uses

implicit integration, where the force derivatives are manda-

tory for the simulation. Thus, in each level, a full mass-

spring model has to be implemented. There are two ways

of generating them, dependent on the objective of the hierar-

chical implementation.

If the sampled model should have the same behavior with

the original in terms of their rest state, then a static equiva-

lent model has to be developed for the sampled model. Its pa-

rameters (stiffness coefficients, etc.) have to be determined

in order to minimize the error at the rest position of the mod-

els.

On the other hand, if the sampled model should have the

same behavior with the original in terms of their state at the

next time step, then a dynamic equivalent model has to be

developed. Its parameters should be selected to minimize the

error between the two models at the next time step. Thus the

derivative matrices, have to be as similar as possible.

In the present case, the sampled meshes are not simulated

as independent entities and there is no concern about their

rest state. What is important is their dynamical behavior at

each time instant to be as close as possible to the state of

the lower level. Therefore a dynamical equivalent model is

adopted for the sampled meshes. In Figure 3 the adopted

equivalent dynamic model is illustrated, where same springs

(straight, dashed, curved lines) represent the same spring co-

efficient values.

3.3. Hierarchical simulation of cloth

A schematic description of the proposed simulation algo-

rithm (for a N-level pyramid) is presented in Figure 4.

The system update is obtained using implicit integration

[BW98]. The mesh is initially simulated at the top level of

the pyramid. The simulation output, consisting of vertex po-

sitions, velocities etc., is filtered [MTS04, TS00, KTS01],

and used as initial value for the simulation of the lower

level, thus speeding up its convergence. The procedure is re-

peated iteratively until the bottom level is reached. The over-

all procedure tends to produce about 23% faster simulations

[MTS04] when compared to non-hierarchical implicit inte-

gration based methods [VMT00, BW98].

Level 2

Level1

Level 0

Level N
Simulate

 Level N

Predict

Level N-1

Simulate

 Level 2

Predict

Level 1

Simulate

 Level 1

Predict

Level 0

Simulate

 Level 0

Figure 4: Simulation pyramid

Level = N

while Level6=-1 {

if Level=N

InitialStateVector[Level]=0

StateVector[Level]=

=Simulate(Level,InitialStateVector[Level])

if Level6=0

InitialStateVector[Level-1]=Filter(StateVector[Level])

Level - -

}

Figure 5: Hierarchical simulation pseudocode

Figure 5 illustrates the pseudocode of the hierarchical

simulation procedure.

4. Collision detection module

(a) Level 2 (b) Level 1

(c) Level 0 (d) Final object

Figure 6: Collision hierarchy

Already existing collision detection schemes [BFA02],

which proved to be very efficient, were extended and inte-

grated in the hierarchical simulator in order to provide colli-

sion response to the animation procedure. The idea is that if

the object is smooth in some regions, there is no need to use

a dense mesh to describe it. Thus curvature criteria described
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Costume Editing: (a) Cloth mesh (b) Grabbing of a particle (c) Editing the mesh and (d) Modified cloth mesh

in [Pro97], with very strict curvature thresholds, are used to

evaluate bending.

In particular, the mesh is divided into N ×N regions as

illustrated in Figure 6c. If very low curvature conditions are

met for a region of the bottom level 0 (Figure 6c), it is sam-

pled and merged with the adjacent three regions, if the cur-

vature conditions are met for them too, a new region in level

1 (Figure 6b) is produced. This procedure is stopped if high

curvature is detected for at least one of the four adjacent re-

gions. At the end, the mesh of Figure 6d is used as input for

the collision detection procedure.

This adaptive collision detection scheme reduces the com-

putational effort about 8%. The computational overhead of

this scheme for an object with many folds and wrinkles (cur-

vature criteria is nowhere met) is about 3%.

The method described above is perfectly accurate but re-

mains computationally intensive. A faster collision detection

procedure has also been developed [MTS] and integrated

to the proposed application, which executes the calculations

about 20 times faster than the previously described method,

while retaining all necessary accuracy. A brief description of

this method follows.

Initially, a bounding superquadric [MTS, SB90] is gener-

ated for each segment of the humanoid body, according to

the H-Anim standard. The distance of the mesh from the su-

perquadric is mapped on the superquadric surface. The col-

lision detection procedure checks for collision between the

avatar and each point of the cloth. It is applied in two steps:

The first step consists of the evaluation of the superquadric

inside-outside function [MTS]. If the point lies inside the

superquadric, its distance from it and the minimum distance

point on the superquadric surface are evaluated. If the re-

trieved distance is higher than the distance of the mesh and

the superquadric at the minimum distance point, collision is

detected. As previously mentioned, the superquadric based

collision detection needs the avatar segments to be modelled

with superquadrics.

The user of the proposed costume designer application

can choose on of the two predescribed methods for colli-

sion detection. If a superquadric approximation of the avatar
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is available, which is the case for most avatars stored in

the database, the superquadric based collision detection is

preferable.

5. Haptics Driven Cloth Editing

As previously stated, the system supports cloth editing us-

ing haptic devices, although it is possible to use standard

pointing devices. The costume editing operation is depicted

in Figure 7.

A specific portion of the cloth is depicted in its initial po-

sition in Figure7a. The user grabs an area of the cloth us-

ing the haptic devices as it is depicted in Figure 7b. While

the particle is selected, the user can perform any fitting or

stretching to the cloth mesh using the haptic devices. An in-

stance of this operation is depicted in Figure 7c. When the

user decides to end this procedure, he/she releases the se-

lected particle and the cloth stabilizes in a final position after

physical modeling is applied once more to the cloth model.

The cloth mesh after the editing procedure is depicted in 7d.

This way, the user can freely manipulate the cloth mesh in

any direction, if no collision of the selected particle with the

avatar occurs. This ensures that the cloth will not penetrate

the avatar mesh.

In the following the basic elements constituting the mesh

editing procedure, which consist of the haptic interaction and

the cloth mesh selection and update, are analyzed.

5.1. Haptic Interaction

Haptic perception incorporates both kinesthetic sensing (i.e.

of the position and movement of joints and limbs) and tac-

tile sensing (i.e. through the skin). The development of hap-

tic, kinesthetic and tactile devices offers a new dimension

of realism to virtual environments and these developments

offer further potential applications for advanced multimedia

environments. Force feedback haptic technologies are inte-

grated to the costume designer application to enhance user

interactivity with the virtual environment.

The costume designer application provides haptic interac-

tion to the user using two off-the-shelf haptic devices, which

are Phantom [Sen] and CyberGrasp [Imm] and are illustrated

in Figure 8.

Phantom is a grounded force feedback haptic device with

one point of contact, six degrees of freedom and fixed

workspace. Phantom provides access to very accurate tac-

tile information such as friction, texture, etc. Cybergrasp is

a force-feedback haptic interface for enabling CyberGlove

users experience near-to-realistic force-feedback and to per-

ceive with their hand the volume of computer generated ob-

jects. CyberGlove is a low-profile, lightweight glove with

flexible sensors, which can measure the position and move-

ment of the fingers and wrist. In order to obtain the posi-

tion of the whole hand, the MotionStar WirelessT M tracker

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Haptic devices. a) Phantom, b) Cybergrasp

is used [Asc]. If the user interacts with the application using

the Cybergrasp, a virtual hand is displayed in the virtual en-

vironment. If he/she uses the Phantom a cone appears inside

the scene. The user of the Costume Designer Application

is able to apply transformations to the cloth by selecting an

area of it with the haptic devices. After selecting the area,

as described in the sequel, the user is able to freely manipu-

late the cloth by stretching and moving it, while examining

in real time the resulting transformations of the cloth mesh

according to it’s physical parameters. The force feedback for

the haptic devices is calculated from the physical model of

the cloth as described in the sequel.

5.2. Cloth area selection and manipulation

The selection of an area of a cloth mesh, which will be ma-

nipulated seems to be a relatively easy and straightforward

procedure. However, real-time interactive applications have

to be very carefully designed in order to guarantee simula-

tion stability and realism. In particular, if the selection proce-

dure just selects a particle of the mesh, the resulting motion

will be non-realistic. If an area of the mesh is selected to

avoid non-realistic effects and the force of the manipulation

is applied to this area only, the simulation stability will be

jeopardized [VMT01] due to the high difference of the force

field on the boundaries of the selection area.

To avoid such undesirable effects, the developed sys-

tem initially selects all particles, which lie inside a prede-

fined bounding sphere of the pointing device (haptic device,

mouse) as illustrated in Figure 9. The user is capable of al-

tering the size of the sphere so that he can choose the desired

accuracy.

These particles are manipulated by the force Fh exerted

from the haptic device in the following way. Force Fh is

assumed to be exerted only in the center of the bounding

sphere. To all vertices inside the sphere the force F(x) is ex-

erted:

F(x) = Fh · g̃(x) (1)
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Figure 9: Cloth selection

g(x) is the multivariate 3D gaussian distribution,

g(x) =
1√

2πCx
e

√
(x−m)T Cx(x−m)

(2)

where x is the position of the vertex, m the center of the

bounding sphere and Cx the covariance matrix of x. Cx is

assumed to be diagonal and its diagonal elements are equal

so as to produce a symmetrical normal distribution, because

there should be no difference on the exerted force for differ-

ent directions. Thus, Cx = s · I, where s = r/2 and r is the

radius of the bounding sphere. The distribution g(x) is nor-

malized in the interval [0,1] so that the force in the center of

the bounding sphere is Fh. The resulting filter g̃(x) is used

in equation (4).

g̃(x) = e

√
(x−m)T Cx(x−m)

(3)

The force value, which is fed onto the haptic devices in or-

der to obtain force feedback, is calculated directly from the

mass-spring model of the cloth. In particular, the summation

of the forces applied from the mass-spring model to all par-

ticles inside the interaction sphere (Figure 9) is fed onto the

haptic devices.

5.3. Model update

The model update module is responsible for the static han-

dling of the cloth mesh, while it is edited from a user. The

proposed application has two options for editing a mesh:

1. Using the haptic devices in order to fit a mesh to an avatar

by performing stretching, shrinking etc. of the mesh, ex-

actly as a human would do. When the user releases the

mesh, it will return to its rest position as illustrated in

Figures 10a and 10b.

2. Using the haptic devices in order to alter the structure

of the mesh. I.e. to change the internal parameters of the

mass-spring model of the cloth so that the edited cloth

will not return to its initial position after the user releases

it, but will stay approximately in the position where user

left it as illustrated in Figures 10c and 10d.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Model update. a) Cloth before editing, b) Cloth

during editing, c) Released cloth without altering the struc-

ture (case 1), d) Released cloth with altered structure (case

2)

The first option requires only proper handling in order to

add the exerted forces into the simulator. The second op-

tion is provided to the costume designer, because there are

many cases where he wants to alter the structure of the mesh.

The most common editing task is the stretching or compres-

sion of the mesh. If the designer stretches a part of the cloth,

the exerted forces deform the mesh. However, in that case

the stretching energy of the mesh is high and as a result the

cloth will return approximately to its starting position when

left from the user. In order to avoid this effect, the user is

capable to eliminate the internal stretch energy [BW98] of

the processed cloth area by simply pressing a button when-

ever necessary. Thus, the stretched area will not return to its

initial position, since the internal structure parameters of the

mesh (spring constants, spring natural lengths etc.) are al-

tered in order to correspond to the new edited cloth mesh.

More specifically, the force exerted to a mass point i yields

from equation 4:

fi = ∑
∀ j

ki j

(

−−→x jxi − li j

−−→x jxi
∥

∥

−−→x jxi

∥

∥

)

(4)

where xi is the position of particle i and ki j and li j are the

constant and rest length, respectively, of the spring connect-

ing particles i and j. If a spring is stretched or compressed,
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a force is exerted to its adjacent particles. This force can be

eliminated if the rest length li j of the spring is set equal to

the norm distance between particles i and j. This technique

is used in the costume designer application in order to alter

the structure of the mesh (case 2). I.e. the user has the abil-

ity to eliminate the forces exerted to the particles inside the

bounding sphere (Figure 9).

6. Animation

One of the basic needs of a costume designer is the evalua-

tion of the designed garment while a model wears it and per-

forms some movements. This practise always reveals minor

deficiencies and allows the designer to perform optimiza-

tions in a latter stage to the cloth pattern. Towards that cause

the costume designer application supports the simulation of

the cloth in terms of automatic fitting to the animating avatar.

The animation of the avatar is compliant to the H-Anim

[Han] standard. The user, has a variety of animations in

his/her disposal, which are classified in two categories: a) ba-

sic and b) specialized animations. The first category includes

basic movements like stand, walk, run, jump and kick. The

second category involves area-specific animations and in the

presented application is mainly focused in choreographes.

It must be noted that in each instance of the animation, the

cloth follows the avatar movement according to the physical

simulation and collision procedures described in Sections 3

and 6. The animation of an avatar wearing a costume and

performing a classical "walk" animation is depicted in Fig-

ure 11.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Walking avatar a) Snapshot, b) Wireframe

7. Case Study: Costume Designer application and the

VR@Theater platform

7.1. The VR@Theater project

The Costume Designer application is part of a suite of appli-

cations for theater professionals called VR@Theater. Each

application facilitates the artistic work of a specific theater

professional; i.e. scenographer, director, choreographer, ac-

tor and costume designer. The application suite is comple-

mented with a central database that holds all the content that

is produced and authored by the individual applications. The

applications are co-operative in means of content exchange

through the central database. For example, the scene that

a scenographer has produced can be imported by the other

applications, the choreography that has been authored with

the choreographer tool can be imported into the costume de-

signer application (as a movement) and so on. The applica-

tions along with the central database form the VR@Theater

platform and are the result of the project VR@Theater.

VR@THEATER focuses on the creation of a fully

equipped design environment to offer to theater profession-

als various opportunities and significantly simplify their

work. Specifically, scenographers have access to a large

database of 3D stage items and are able to simulate the ac-

tual stage environment. Costume designers are able to select

e-garments from a costume database, "fit" them on avatars,

i.e. "virtual" representations of persons, and visualize results

or even create animations. Directors are able to produce dy-

namic simulations by importing a "virtual" stage design, im-

porting avatars (possibly wearing e-garments) and defining

a "script", i.e. avatar animations, light and sound effects.

Choreographers are able to enter the desired choreography

moves with a user-friendly user interface, or even to record

the movements of a specific performer using motion cap-

ture (mocap) techniques. Finally, actors can use an "actor-

rehearsal" application, to rehearse their role and then watch

a "virtual" preview of their act performed by his avatar re-

producing his exact words, actions and facial expressions,

within a virtual reconstruction of the actual stage environ-

ment.

7.2. The Costume Designer Application

The costume designer application is depicted in Figure 12.

The user interface includes two major parts; the modeling

and animation properties module and the 3D rendering mod-

ule. The first module, includes the required controls for set-

ting the parameters for the physical modeling and animation.

More specifically, the user interface of the parameters mod-

ule includes:

• Three scrolling lists of thumbnails of all the costumes,

avatars and animations that are stored in the database.

• The parameter fields that describe the physical properties

of the simulation.

• The controls to start, pause and stop the animation.
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Figure 12: The Costume Designer Application Environment.

• The appropriate menus to connect with the haptic devices.

The 3D rendering window performs the required render-

ing operations and animations in real time. It is based on

the open source 3D graphics engine OGRE (Object Oriented

Graphics Rendering Engine) [Ogr].

The costume designer application has been evaluated at

the Center of Higher Education in Theater Studies in Greece.

The users characterized the application as very friendly and

easy to use. Most of them claimed that the most impressive

and useful feature of the costume designer application was

the cloth editing with haptics. They mentioned that the inter-

active altering of the structure of a mesh using haptic feed-

back was very realistic and useful when designing costumes,

because it is possible to generate different clothes by altering

the structure of existing meshes.

8. Conclusions

In this paper an efficient framework for interactive cloth sim-

ulation was presented. A hierarchical simulator was utilized

in order to effectively simulate clothing. The user of the ap-

plication can interact with the virtual environment using hap-

tic devices. The interaction can be performed either in order

to help the fitting of the cloth to the avatar, exactly as a hu-

man does when wearing a cloth, or in order to edit the cloth

meshing and alter its structure. Experimental evaluation has

shown that the application is user friendly and appropriate

for cloth editing, if the cloth mesh is not excessively altered.
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